Granholm signs wine-to-go bill

Michigan restaurant diners will now be able to take home any unfinished bottles of wine under a bill signed by Governor Jennifer Granholm. With the removal of the ban, the state joins 30 other states that permit the removal of the ban, state law had prohibited wine purchased for on-premises consumption to be taken away.

The Michigan Restaurant Association, the Michigan Beer and Wine Wholesalers Association and other proponents said the removal of the ban on wine bottles to be taken home could lessen chances of over-imbibed diners getting behind the wheel of a vehicle.

A new venue for a popular show

Immediately following the Grand Rapids event, AFD will host its popular Southeast Michigan Holiday Beverage Show on Wednesday and Thursday, September 21 and 22 at The New Exposition, Convention & Conference center in Novi.

The AFD West Michigan Holiday Beverage Show will take place on Tuesday, September 20, from 2:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m. at the DeVos Place in Grand Rapids.

"We are excited about this new show and look forward to working with AFD," said Kim Gary of Kent Beverage.

"AFD is adding this new trade show as a service to our members in Western and Northern Michigan, to make it easier for them to see and sample new products and take advantage of show specials," Sarafa added.

Hot new items and trends showcased at AFD Trade Show

Great deals, new items and services were around every bend at the AFD Annual Trade Show. Held April 19 and 20 at Burton Manor, here are just a few of the products that caught our attention:

Dollar Store meat and other perishables. - Dollar stores are not just for cleaning products and hair clips. Today, customers can find a whole lot of their shopping list items in the aisles of a dollar store. To compete, many grocery stores are opening dollar aisles or sections. Sunny Acres offers a line of produce designed to fill those dollar store refrigerator cases. They started about four years ago with a line of meat products, (hot dogs, bologna, etc.) and now have over 60 mostly perishable products, including pita bread and cheeses, that wholesale for 75 cents each and are designed to sell for $1.00.

Items & Trends, Continued on page 24
Stock-Up on America’s #1 Healthy Beverages!

See Your Pepsi Representative For Details.
President's MESSAGE

Supreme Court strikes down state bans on direct wine shipments

Most of you know by now that the US Supreme Court voted 5-4 to allow U.S. consumers to buy wine from out-of-state wineries, ruling against states that have banned such shipments. The specific court ruling applies to laws in Michigan and New York that make it a crime to buy wine from out-of-state wineries, but other states with such laws will have to adhere to the judgment of the court that these prohibitions are discriminatory and anti-competitive.

The ruling was not completely unexpected although the 5-4 vote shows that it could have gone either way. The majority opinion was authored by Justice Kennedy who acknowledged that states have broad power to regulate liquor. But the ruling went on to say that the power could not be used to discriminate between in-state and out-of-state wineries. “This power, however, does not allow states to ban or severely limit, the direct shipment of out-of-state wine while simultaneously authorizing direct shipment by in-state producers” Kennedy wrote. In an elaboration that could have dramatic consequences for the future of Michigan’s three tier system and other regimes like it, Kennedy questioned state authority to regulate liquor simply to protect their own economic interests.

The central debate was between the 21st Amendment to the Constitution, which ended Prohibition but gave states the right to regulate alcohol and the principles of free flowing and even-handed interstate commerce. In the end, interstate commerce won out. It is likely that state legislators and the Liquor Control Commission will seek to modify state law to comply with the Supreme Court Ruling. One possibility is that states could prevent out-of-state direct shipping by also banning in-state direct shipping. Then all businesses would be treated equally. Another option would be to come up with a way to allow limited direct shipment for all wineries.

As retailers, we should pay close attention to this issue. Large scale direct shipment will hurt our in-store sales. But even more important are the implications for the entire framework that we have operated under with only modest changes for the last 80 years. The competitive marketplace is changing. What exactly the future holds, no one knows. What we do know is that the tension between the need to regulate alcohol on one hand, and a free and open economy on the other, will continue.

By Mike Sarafa
AFD President

The Grocery Zone

By David Coverly

AFD members make Crain’s Private 200 list

Congratulations go to AFD members Plastipak Holdings, Inc./Absopure and Sherwood Food Distributors. Both companies were among the top 15 in Crain’s Detroit Business’ top Private 200 companies. The list of privately held companies is an approximate compilation of the largest in Wayne, Oakland, Macomb, Washtenaw and Livingston counties that do not have stock traded on public exchanges. The list is ranked by 2004 revenue.
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Fresh Approach brings sumptuous produce and meats to Royal Oak

By Michele MacWilliams

The first thing that you see when walking through the doors of Fresh Approach is the beautiful produce. Apples to your right, oranges, lemons, and bananas on your left. Customers must walk through a beautiful and tempting display of fruits and vegetables before getting to any other department in the store.

Matt Dakho (28) is the proud and enthusiastic owner of Fresh Approach. He explains that the store is undergoing a remodel and that although most of the major work is complete, some of the details are not yet in place.

Located at 805 South Campbell in Royal Oak, the 10,000-square-foot store caters to those who live in the area. It’s a neighborhood store that many walk or ride their bikes to.

However, the meat and produce are world class.

It is clear that Dakho is the backbone of Fresh Approach. His enthusiasm is contagious and it spills over to his employees, most of whom he inherited from the previous owner, the Welch family of Hollywood Market fame. “I think that a store takes its owner’s personality,” says Dakho. It’s true. The store is lively, bright and upbeat - just like Dakho - who travels extensively in search of new ideas to implement in his store.

Although the original store opened in the late 1940s, Dakho didn’t take ownership until last September. Since that time he has made many improvements including the purchase of new refrigerators and coolers, a custom wine rack and a new cash register system. His passion is his meat and produce department. For its meat and produce. Sure, the store carries canned soup, toilet paper and laundry detergent too, but the main focus of the store is its perishables. Three times a week, Dakho heads down to the Eastern Market and Detroit produce terminal early in the morning to hand pick the fruits and vegetables. By doing this, he is able to provide beautiful produce at very reasonable prices.

“My heart is in produce,” Dakho exclaims, adding that a good produce department will make a store.

Dakho’s second passion is his meat department. All his beef is USDA Choice Angus and he features some remarkable specials - like prime rib for $5.99 a pound - that draw customers from miles away.

Under the direction of the Fresh Approach butcher Tim Newmann and his assistant Charlie Draheim, the meat department grinds choice beef four to five times daily. They also offer freshly ground turkey and lamb.

Sausage is another specialty. “We make all our own sausages here, with our own recipes,” beams Dakho.

Fresh Approach offers over two dozen varieties of homemade, fresh sausage. They also make kabobs and do a brisk business in their Cajun, Italian, garlic chicken and Jack Daniel’s varieties. Dakho says they can hardly keep up with demand in the warm weather, especially for the Jack Daniel’s.

In the deli, homemade salads take center stage. Hummus, tabbouleh, potato salad and noodle salad are all house made. The favorite is their poppy-seed chicken salad which, like the house-made sausage, “is hard to keep in stock.”

Specialty cheeses, imported and micro-brew beers, a large selection of imported and domestic wine, specialty soft drinks and a few gourmet chips and snack items round out the upscale offerings at Fresh Approach.

All these things are a real hit with the store’s clientele.

“My philosophy is pretty simple,” states Dakho. “I give my customers the kind of quality and fresh food that I am proud to take home to my own family, at prices that a family can afford.”

Judging from the store, Dakho’s family surely eats well.
New grocery smart carts guide customers through the aisles

New supermarket carts equipped with touch screens will guide shoppers to the tomatoes or toothpicks, let them order deli meat without standing in line and keep a running tally of purchases.

IBM’s “shopping buddy” has been test-marketed at Stop & Shop stores in Massachusetts and is being rolled out this summer. A competing device called Concierge, made by Springboard Retail Networks Inc., is being tested by Canadian stores in June and July.

“The whole model is driven by advertisers’ need to get in front of consumers,” said Springboard spokesman Michael Alexandor. “They’re not watching 30-second TV ads anymore.”

Download shopping list
People can use a home computer to make their shopping list. Once at the store, they can use their preferred customer card, or a key that fits on a keychain, to log into a system that will organize their trip through the aisles.

If they’re looking for toothpicks, they can type in the word or pick it from a list, and the screen will display a map showing where their cart is and where they can find the toothpicks.

The Concierge and IBM’s cart are equipped with the miniature equivalent of GPS, the global positioning satellite system. Sensors can track the devices to see right where any given cart is, so that as a customer turns into an aisle, the screen can show what’s there on the shopping list and which items are on sale.

The systems also keep a running tally of what is purchased. Many stores do so already by signing shoppers up for preferred customer cards, but what’s new is that the store can offer special discounts based on the buying habits of shoppers using the carts or tell them while they’re in the store that one of their favorite products is on sale.

Calculating the bill
As products are picked from the shelves, they can be scanned right at the cart. When the shopper is finished, the device figures out the bill. At the checkout, all that is left is to pay and bag groceries.

There are differences between the Concierge and the shopping buddy. The Concierge is mounted on the handle of a shopping cart. With the buddy, shoppers get their carts first and then pick up a buddy as they walk into the store. It fits into a holder on the cart.

The Concierge has a barcode scanner on the bottom of the panel, while the buddy has a detachable wand to scan the items.

Shoppers already say they like using the self-checkout stand, said Michael Sansolo, senior vice president of FMI. It’s fast as well as entertaining — a mom can have her kids help bag the items, he said. FMI research indicates self-checkouts will outnumber checkout lines in the next 10 years, he said.

Like self-checkouts, a smart grocery cart is a way to help stores make shopping trips more convenient, which, along with discounts and other incentives, can cultivate loyalty, Sansolo said.

The new computerized shopping assistants don’t come cheap. To buy the buddy devices and install sensors and charges will cost the average store about $160,000. Lawler said Alexandor said the Concierge will cost stores about $500 apiece.
Innovative

There are reports in the media about how, as winemakers wrestle with a shortage of cork and how switching to other closures might affect consumer perceptions of their products, one Italian winemaker plans to use glass stoppers in its wine bottles. The glass stopper is said to be less expensive than cork and both aesthetically appealing and functional.

The Japan Times reports on a new wine trend taking place in Australia – wine in a can, marketed by Barokes Australia, which uses aluminum cans that “have a resin-based lining to safeguard the wine’s taste and bouquet.”

The company says that taste tests have suggested that wine tastes as good sipped from these cans as from glass.

Wisconsin to limit OTC cold medicine sales

Wisconsin lawmakers have voted overwhelmingly to restrict the sale of over-the-counter cold medicines and require the products to be shelved behind the pharmacy counter in an effort to curb meth production.

-Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

Cash businesses squeezed by Patriot Act

Under new Patriot Act federal security regulations, some major banks are beginning to drop their small business customers that cash checks or sell money orders.

“The Bank Security Act has the goal of preventing money laundering and closing routes for moving cash underground. Its new rules mean that banks are more responsible to keep a strict eye on their ‘money-serving businesses.’ Rather than deal with the new rules, many banks are simply dropping such clients, which includes many AFD members, that cash checks or sell money orders.

“For all the wrong reasons, large banks are running away from cash business customers because they are not willing to do the extra work required to comply with the Patriot Act,” stated AFD President Mike Sarafa. “The best bet for people that get these ‘kick-out’ letters is to take their business to their community bank,” he added.

Spoonful of sugar is too much for waist watchers

Spoonful of sugar is too much for waist watchers

The New York Times reported in a front-page story that ‘low-sugar has become the new low-carb.’ Food makers are rushing to meet demand from consumers concerned with their waistlines and healthier eating by providing an array of new products, some of them aimed at children. But scientists are divided over how positive this development is, questioning whether the change will help people lose weight, and how healthful the artificial sweeteners are.

According to the NYT, virtually every major manufacturer is introducing low-sugar products and considering new product lines to meet this demand. And, it writes, “propelled in part by the popularity of the sugar substitute sucralose, or Splenda, the food industry last year introduced 2,225 sugarless or sugar-reduced products in the United States, according to the research firm Productscan Online. This figure is more than double that of two years ago and represents 11 percent of all new products in 2004.”

Study links red wine consumption, reduced cataract risk

New research associates the moderate consumption of red wine with a reduced risk for cataract development. The small study found that people who drank moderate levels of red wine had half the risk of developing cataracts than nondrinkers or heavy drinkers. Medscape
BRIGHT BECAUSE IT'S FRESH.
CLEAN BECAUSE IT'S PURE.
WITH A CRISP TASTE KNOWN ONLY TO THE KING OF BEERS.
THE PERFECT BALANCE BETWEEN TRUE FLAVOR AND TRUE REFRESHMENT.

Budweiser
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Supermarket sizes to shrink
Industry analysts say food retail chains are re-thinking the idea that bigger is better, opting for stores with smaller footprints and more cozy atmospheres. “Supermarkets can get it right by reducing their size,” said Mark Heckman, president of Strategic Retail Solutions.

RC Cola celebrates 100 years with promotions
Cadbury Schweppes Americas Beverages will conduct a full summer of promotions to boost its RC Cola brand and mark 100 years since the product was launched. Formerly named Royal Crown Cola, consumers’ verbal shorthand was eventually adopted. The brand was the first cola distributed nationally in an aluminum can and the first to introduce diet and non-caffeinated varieties.

Kroger introduces online service
In a move to compete with specialty and gourmet retailers, The Kroger Co. will take “Kroger Special Order” from a beta phase to full operation. The online consumer ordering function at Kroger.com helps the $56 billion retailer offer lower-volume items to discriminating consumers who might otherwise shop elsewhere for unusual items too costly to carry on the grocer’s shelves. Dry goods will be featured first, possibly expanding later to frozen foods and perishables.

Low-carb dieters eat less
Dieters who eat carb-restricted diets tend to eat less overall, according to a new study from researchers at Temple University. Researchers believe the results add to the notion that carbohydrate-rich diets actually stimulate the appetite.

What in the world?
Recently NACS Daily took a look at news headlines from across the globe. Here are some of the interesting and sometimes relevant stories that they found:

- Gilbarco Veeder-Root's Contactless Smart Card Reader has been certified for use with ExpressPay from American Express. The company is the first gas pump manufacturer to attain this certification. Gilbarco's Contactless Smart Card Option enables gas pumps equipped with CRIND to read ExpressPay, available as a fob that hangs on a key chain and can also be embedded in a traditional American Express card.

- Combos convenience store customers in Utah are paying for their items with their finger, thanks to BioPay. The technology uses a customer's finger image and a chosen PIN to authorize a debit payment from their checking account. Combos installed BioPay in February and has processed over 1,000 biometric payments in over two months.

- New flavors and updated packaging of Borden Cremora powdered non-dairy creamer products are hitting store shelves. Shoppers can now look forward to spicing up their coffee with a reformulated original version of Cremora, as well as new flavors such as Dulce de Leche, Nutty for Hazelnut and Ooh-la-la-Vanilla.

Lollipops have come a long way. A new lollipop flavor introduced by Kronic Kandy, available to those aged 18 or older, tastes more like hemp (marijuana) than grape or cherry. Kronic Kandy's hemp-flavored—not laced—lollipop is distributed by Hydro Blunts. Other flavors include Chronic, Blue Bonic, Purple Haze, Hydro, and Acapulco Gold.

Higher gas prices are the least favorite aspect of long car trips, according to a survey commissioned by hotwire.com. A majority (64 percent) listed gas prices as their top concern, followed by bad radio stations/reception (40 percent), boredom (36 percent), uncomfortable seats (36 percent) and kids acting up (23 percent). Ellen DeGeneres topped the list of celebrities most would like to have as a travel companion, garnering 21 percent, followed by Oprah at 17 percent. The least popular? Musician and activist Bono (3 percent) and American Idol's Simon Cowell (2 percent).

To order call 1-888-440-0200
Or call your local member of the Trans-Con. Co. distribution family:

J. Lewis Cooper Co. (888) 990-0800
serving Southeast Michigan

Fabiano Bros., Inc. (888) 773-2756
serving Eastern and Northern Michigan and the U P

Henry A Fox Sales Co. (800) 762-8730
serving Western and Southwest Michigan
SHOTGUN START:
9:30 A.M.

To Benefit AFD Foundation Scholarships!
Proceeds raised will help fund at least 30 academic scholarships!

At Beautiful FOX HILLS
8768 N. Territorial, Plymouth

Wednesday, July 13, 2005 • at Fox Hills, Plymouth

ALL GOLFERS RECEIVE:
Continental breakfast, BBQ lunch, dinner reception with open bar, snacks and beverages on the course, green fees with cart, free use of driving range and door prize eligibility. You are also automatically qualified for all gaming holes, including longest drive, hole-in-one for $10,000 and more!

HOLE SPONSOR PACKAGES ARE AVAILABLE
Please contact Michele MacWilliams at 248-671-9600 for details and reservations.

Approximately 50% of your donation may be deductible as a charitable contribution to the AFD Foundation. Please consult your tax advisor.
World's hottest chili launched
American chili maker Blair Lazar claims to have concocted the fiercest chili powder possible, the BBC reports. At 8,000 times hotter than Tabasco sauce, it is distilled from several tons of fresh peppers and sold in a white, crystalline powder. -BBC

Kroger introduces program to benefit schools
Kroger’s new Earning Plus Learning program, which enables shoppers to dedicate a portion of their grocery bill to local schools, will replace the grocer’s Commitment Card charity program. Kroger said it will contribute a maximum of $1 million for the 2005-2006 school year. -Journal and Constitution

Haagen-Dazs debuts low-fat line
The ice cream giant is launching its first-ever line of low-fat products that contain half the fat of its original lineup, according to the company. Haagen-Dazs “Light” flavors include vanilla, coffee, mint chip and cherry ludge truffle, and will be made using a European process that uses slow, low-temperature blending. -FoodNavigator

Self-heating container targets on-the-go culture
Wolfgang Puck-branded lattes in self-heating containers will initially be available in Kroger stores, but there are plans to expand to other retailers. Technology inventor OnTech is already looking beyond coffee to hot chocolate, soup, baby formula and hot cereal. -The New York Times

Now they’re cooking
The Detroit Free Press reports that Southfield-based From Scratch Cooking has a hot concept that retailers should note: “You pay $199 for 12 meals (the company offers 14 entrees that change every month). You come in and everything is waiting for you. You are guaranteed to walk away with 12 meals that feed four to six people each. There’s no cleanup and the company also provides all the fixings.”

On the menu recently: Taco Pasta, Italian Calzone, Stoli Pasta, Mexican Chicken Lasagna, Lowfat Baked Fish Fillets, Bourbon and Brown Sugar Glazed Flank Steak, Honey Baked Pork Chops, Stuffed Potato Boats, Stuffed Florentine Pasta, Stuffed Green Peppers, Baked BBQ Chicken, and Flank Steak Roll-Up.

Detroit considers tax on fast food
Detroit politicians reportedly are considering the imposition of a two percent tax on all fast food, hoping that the revenue that would be generated by such a levy would help close the city’s $300 million budget deficit. Even though Detroit was rated as the nation’s third fattest city by Men’s Health magazine, the residents will have to eat a lot more fast food in order to close the budget gap; even proponents of the tax say that it would likely raise just $17 million in the next fiscal year.

There’s another problem. The city hasn’t defined exactly what “junk food” is for purpose of the tax—while McDonald’s and Wendy’s obviously would be covered, there is some question whether Starbucks would be included.

The return of the butcher
Independent grocers are bringing back butchers to provide better service and higher quality meats for their customers. While Whole Foods Market has added full-service butchers to its locations, other stores feature more streamlined services. -Los Angeles Times

Harvard study finds reduced diabetes risk from low-fat dairy
Consumption of low-fat dairy products—skim milk, yogurt, ice cream and cheese—correlates with a lower risk of developing diabetes, according to a study of 40,000 middle-aged men by the Harvard School of Public Health, as reported in the Archives of Internal Medicine. The link might be due to whey proteins or magnesium, which aid insulin in regulating blood sugar. Sour cream, whole milk and cream cheese consumption doesn’t have the same correlation, according to the study. -MSNBC/Associated Press

Congress approves plan to ease foreign visa restrictions on seasonal workers
Congress has approved an emergency plan that will make it easier for U.S. businesses to hire seasonal workers from other countries. The plan, which is part of an $82 billion Iraq and Afghan military spending bill, would waive the annual visa cap for temporary workers who held seasonal, nonagricultural jobs in the U.S. within the last three years and returned to their countries afterward.

Exclusive Insurance Provider
Endorsed by AFD!

Having worked with AFD for more than five years, Meadowbrook is exclusively endorsed to provide workers’ compensation and business insurance.

• Competitive Rates
• Fast, Easy Quotes!

To speak with a Meadowbrook Agent, call Marlene at (800) 482-2726, ext. 8216.

www.meadowbrookagency.com

Harvard study finds reduced diabetes risk from low-fat dairy
GREAT TASTE.
LESS FILLING.
HALF THE CARBS OF BUD LIGHT.

BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER
THE CARB CRAZE.

Great Taste. Less Filling.

Good call.
Tigers help celebrate “Opening Day” at Kar’s Nuts

To celebrate “Opening Day” at Kar’s Nuts’ new Madison Heights facility, Kar’s hosted an event for customers and their new neighbors, highlighted by the appearance of Tiger legends Frank Tanana and Willie Horton.

Guests dined on hot dogs and other ballpark fare, including Kar’s Nuts, while touring the state-of-the-art facility. Playbacks of old games piped throughout the building and an organist played ballpark tunes.

The history of Kar’s is closely tied to baseball. The Karpe family began the business in 1933 when they began selling home-roasted nuts at Tiger Stadium.

“When I look at this new facility, I think about how far we’ve come in the last 70 years,” said Nick Nicolay, Kar’s Nuts president and CEO. “I’m very excited to share our success with our new neighbors and our customers.” The new building is located at 1300 E. 14 Mile, east of John R Road. At 131,000 square feet, Kar’s new facility is over two times the size of its former Ferndale location. The new building was completely renovated and new roasting equipment was purchased, which will boost production and quality control. The new facility will also allow Kar’s to schedule public plant tours.

Kar’s offers a variety of nuts and dried fruit, packaged primarily in single-serve sizes for sale in convenience stores, vending machines and club stores across the U.S. Kar’s currently processes nearly 20 million pounds of product annually, which equates to about 100 million packages.

Partygoers dined on baseball fare

Tiger baseball legends Willie Horton (left) and Frank Tanana pose with Kar Nuts’ John and Leigh Zeban

The brand new state-of-the-art roaster

Associated Food Dealers has teamed up with JPMorgan Chase and Optimal Payments to offer you leading edge credit card processing with incredible savings!

Quick/Free Statement Analysis – Just fax your statement to Optimal Payments Optimal Payments will examine your current monthly processing statement and give you a confidential analysis of what you are currently paying and what Optimal Payments can offer you in savings, NO OBLIGATIONS!

Advantages of Chase Merchant Services!

Chase is the world’s largest processor of Visa and MasterCard transactions a year with over 2.5 Billion transactions a year and over $305 Billion in credit card volume. This means greater buying power, special products for your business and special attention and service from Optimal Payments.

Chase has relationships with Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Diner’s Club, Discover, Novus, JCB, debit and Check Services to support your entire processing needs for your business. Your bank of choice within 24-48 hours. Toll-free POS Help Desk and Client Services are available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

Optimal Payments Corp., is an ISO registered with JPMorgan Chase, New York, NY. Financially strong NASDAQ DPMR listed company with $28+ in worldwide processing volume per year 24/7 customer service

CONTACT US TO START SAVING! Simply fax your monthly statement to Optimal Payments and mention that you are a AFD Member.

Fax: (248) 540-7910
Phone: (248) 146-7900
Toll-Free: (866) 873-9151
OptimalPayments@OptimalPayments.com
Gloria.Garmo@OptimalPayments.com
Chris.Kirma@OptimalPayments.com

Better Business Bureau

Suburban News
Wholesale Distributor
A PROVEN TRACK RECORD

Nash Finch is proud to offer a lineup of store brand labels to meet any retail challenge.

Our Our Family and IGA brands offer your consumers the highest of quality at significant savings when compared to national brands. These labels have consistently performed well in cutting tests, often being preferred over the national brand equivalent.

The Value Choice label is the perfect tool to establish price image with your customers. Positioned to complement the IGA and Our Family label, Value Choice is the destination for the shopper who demands the ultimate in price value.

Call us today and find out more about this winning combination.
2005
WEST MICHIGAN
HOLIDAY BEVERAGE SHOW

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 2005
at the DeVos Place
Monroe Ave. NW, Grand Rapids

Show Hours:
Tues., Sept. 20, 2005 • 2-8 p.m.
DeVos Place, Grand Rapids, MI
Monroe Avenue NW

Call AFD for more information at: (248) 671-9600

Announcing NEW Show!

AFD
ASSOCIATED FOOD DEALERS OF MICHIGAN
SINCE 1910

Admission Ticket Required.
$10 at the door. Complimentary parking.
No bags allowed in or out.
The law demands that you be at least 21 years
of age to attend this show.

Ask your Sales Rep for Tickets!
S.E. MICHIGAN
HOLIDAY BEVERAGE SHOW

WED. & THURS., SEPTEMBER 21 & 22, 2005

at The NEW Exposition, Convention &
Conference Center in Novi • Grand River Rd., Novi
—Formerly at Burton Manor—

Show Hours:
Wed., Sept. 21, 2005 • 4-9 p.m.
Thurs., Sept. 22, 2005 • 4-9 p.m.
Novi Expo Center, Novi, MI
Grand River Rd., (1 mile west of Novi Rd.)

Ask your Sales Rep for Tickets! Admission Ticket Required.
$10 at the door. Complimentary parking.
No bags allowed in or out.
The law demands that you be at least 21 years of age
to attend this show.

Call AFD for more information at: (248) 671-9600
Miller Brewing named Beverage Forum Company of the Year

Miller Brewing Company received the prestigious Beverage Forum Company of the Year award in New York City for its outstanding performance in 2004. Miller's recognition was in the large company category (more than $1 billion).

"This is a great honor and we will enjoy celebrating this recognition," said Norman Adami, Miller Brewing Company president and CEO. "We look forward to continuing the turnaround of Miller Brewing Company and positioning it for sustainable future growth."

Each judge named the top three beverage companies in two categories (companies above $1 billion and below $1 billion). Judges ranked the top three companies on categories ranging from "depth of top management" to "position for future growth."

For the first time in the last 15 years, Miller Brewing Company grew overall market share in 2004 on the heels of its flagship brand Miller Lite, which grew more than 12.5 percent, according to Beer Marketer's Insights, making Miller Lite America's fastest growing beer in 2004.

"The outstanding performance of the brewer's flagship brand is the result of ground-breaking marketing and impeccable in-outlet execution that have transformed the brewer from distant competitor to number-two with a bullet," read The Beverage Forum awards program.

Consumer Reports tests Diets

It's not unusual to see customers checking labels for carb content, calories and fat grams when strolling up and down store aisles. Whether they just want to eat smarter and healthier, or are officially on a diet, Consumer Reports magazine put America's favorite weight loss programs to the test.

Based on pounds lost, nutritional value, how easy the program is to follow and dropout rates, Weight Watchers and Slim-Fast rounded out the top two spots of the magazine's ratings. The high protein "The Zone" diet was rated third for having considerably less fat than the Atkins diet, which came in at the bottom of the list. The magazine says Atkins rates well for weight loss, but not for retention and nutrition.

Although other programs including Internet-based eDiets, Jenny Craig, South Beach and Volumetrics were included in the review, Consumer Reports says it did not rank those particular diets because not enough independent clinical studies had been done on them to allow for comparison.

To help consumers stick to their diets, Weight Watchers and Slim Fast offer a variety of products available on store shelves.

Weight Watchers has launched its own line of branded food items, including breads, cereals and frozen food items, through partnerships with Whitman's, Wells' Dairy and Organic Milling Co.

Slim-Fast offers its branded line of diet fare featured in its Optima low-sugar products, original Slim-Fast ready-to-drink shakes and low-carb products that include shakes, meal replacement bars and snack bars.
Country Fresh

Take Home the Dairy Best.

For more information about Country Fresh products:
GRAND RAPIDS • 1-800-748-0480  FLINT • 1-800-572-5390  LIVONIA • 1-800-968-7980
WIC nutrition program criticized in report

The WIC program lags behind current dietary standards, according to a report that suggests ways to revamp the 30-year-old food plans.

Encouraging program participants to breastfeed, eat more whole grains, fruits and vegetables and cut down on some dairy products are among recommendations made in a federally funded study by the Institute of Medicine.

The proposals would mark the most dramatic changes made to the kinds of foods offered through WIC — the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children — which serves some 8 million people per month, including about half of all infants in the United States.

The WIC nutrition plans have hardly changed since their 1970s debut, creating a gulf between the foods provided for in the vouchers and what the government now recommends Americans eat. For example, the only fresh produce available through the program is carrots for breastfeeding moms. Participants can buy plenty of juice, though nutritionists now favor fresh fruit instead.

Revised food plans

The panel suggested cutting by more than half the monthly juice allowances and instead provide $8-$10 vouchers to buy fresh produce.

For children, the monthly allowance of eggs would be cut by about half to one dozen, and milk vouchers would cover 2.1 cups a day, instead of 3.2 cups. Cheese would go from a monthly maximum of 4 pounds under most plans, to no more than 1 pound.

The recommendations also take into account new cultures and tastes by expanding the selection of produce and whole grains and allowing participants to buy yogurt, tofu or soy instead of milk.

Under a bill signed by President Bush last year, the Agriculture Department has 18 months from the release of the institute’s report to update WIC’s food packages.

Produce marketing answers consumer taste for convenience

Produce companies are working hard to help Americans increase their consumption of fruits and vegetables from the current average of 1.8 servings per day. Innovations showcased at a recent trade show include pre-diced red and sweet onions, expanded bagged salad varieties and fresh cut fruit in cups, all addressing consumers’ desire for convenience as they seek healthier options. - Chicago Sun-Times

Organic foods industry cooks up “Star Wars” tie-in

The Organic Trade Association has launched a marketing effort with an online short film in which vegetables and fruits inhabit the roles of “Star Wars” characters. “Store Wars” features “Chewbroccoli,” “Princess Lettuce,” and the “Cuke Skywalker.” - Supermarket News
Introducing Diet Coke sweetened with Splenda®

Taste the newest member of the family

Now Available in 2 liter, 20oz and 12-pack Fridge Pack®.
By Michele MacWilliams

Editor's note: The AFD Food & Beverage Report normally profiles companies that have something to do with the retail food industry, typically a retailer, a wholesaler or a supplier of the food industry. This month we break with tradition to bring you the story of Chair Covers & Linens, a company that AFD has watched grow from its inception. They have been providing the beautiful chair covers, table linens and decorations for AFD's Annual Trade Dinner for eight years.

The Numbers

| 140 Employees |
| 14 offices across the U.S. |
| 2 corporate aircraft |
| 8 years in business |
| 2 to 3 trips to China per year |
| 3 to 4 container loads of fabric imported each year |

It started when two friends met for a working lunch back in 1996. Todd Lloyd and Sandy Comeau decided to meet at Todd's florist shop to take a critical look at their careers. Instead of analyzing what they were doing and what they could do better, the pair wiped the slate clean and started with where they wanted to be.

For Todd, it was working at a job that he could do at 2:00 p.m. or 2:00 a.m. He wanted flexible working hours and conditions and a business that wasn't solely dependent on him, so that it could eventually run without his day-to-day input. He also wanted to make more money than he was currently bringing in with his fledgling florist and party planning business.

Sandy also wanted control over her time, but she had additional needs. She wanted to coordinate her work with family life and someday live in the country. After much discussion, it was evident that the only type of business that they were aware of that fit their criteria was mail order.

Then an interesting thing happened. The mail came. In it was a Brides magazine with an advertising section in the back. As Todd flipped through the pages, an ad for Trinity wedding rings caught his attention. If this company could sell wedding rings via mail order, why couldn't he sell his chair covers and linen service that way too? Todd had already determined that the most profitable aspect of his current business was the rental side, where customers rented chair covers and additional linens from him for special events — usually weddings.

He had a particular flair for pairing materials and colors to set a beautiful table. The finishing touches brought by the color-coordinated linen tablecloths, napkins and chair covers were popular with Todd's current customers. Now, in a brainstorm, he saw clearly the path his company should take.

The next day he called Brides magazine and placed an ad. It was a gutsy move, because advertising in a national magazine is considerably more expensive than the periodic ad in local publications that most florists are accustomed to placing. The price was steep, $48,000 for an annual contract, but Todd bit the bullet and placed the ads.

Remarkably, the first day that the magazine hit the streets, he had 110 calls for brochures! Of course he didn't have one yet and had to scramble to fulfill the requests.

Todd was now officially in the mail order business. With the help of his parents, he was quickly cutting and sewing chair covers, napkins and tablecloths to ship across the country. Since this was a service business, the linens would then be shipped back to him.

Success was phenomenal. But even though the business was primarily mail order, it actually required Todd to travel across the country to many of the special events. Todd quickly realized that human contact was important in this new aspect of his success. Since he was clocking enormous hours on commercial airlines, he decided to look at other avenues. He got his pilot's license and purchased a single-engine Mooney — a four-seat aircraft that could take him more quickly to his closer destinations. Flying became a passion and soon he had his jet pilot's license and a turboprop jet.

By 1997, Todd Lloyd was out of the florist business altogether and had incorporated as Chair Covers & Linens. Realizing that he needed to have a physical presence in the major market areas, (flying back and forth across the country was extremely taxing) he bought a building in Atlanta and opened a second location there. Pittsburgh was next and the rest just followed suit.

"The locations I've chosen were determined by staff," says Todd. "If there was a part of the country where I could locate someone, then that's where we went." His Atlanta location was first staffed by Bill Hamilton, who was recommended to Todd by a client. Hamilton is now the national sales manager and trains new staff across the country.

Todd credits much of his success to his staff. "One thing I do really well is choose good people," he says proudly, adding that his staff is the backbone of his company. "They have made me what I am." In addition to Bill, Todd says his sister, Rachael Torok, is an integral part of his business.

Although Chair Covers & Linens invests and relies heavily on its employees and their relationship with customers, today the company also invests extensively in advertising. "Three to five percent of revenue is earmarked for advertising," says Todd.

Most of that is spent on magazine and internet ads. "Because of the nature of our business, we must continually reach new customers," says Todd. "We may provide chair covers for a wedding and work closely with the bride for months, but then never work with her again."

Expansion into new market areas is the company's primary mode of growth. "We have identified 26 markets across the U.S.," states Todd, adding that they can open two to three offices per year. They will add Dallas and Chicago this year.

"Now it's about balance," he adds. "I spend a good deal of time away from the business. I think it is important for me to get away and have quiet time to reflect on where the company is and where I want it to be. I think that the biggest failure that people have is getting too emotionally involved with their work."

For Todd Lloyd, his company Chair Covers & Linens has provided precisely the formula needed to reach the goals he set for himself back at that lunch meeting in 1996. So one might ask, what happened to Sandy and her aspirations? "She is doing great," says Todd. She started a hand-made mail order soap company called Earthly Delights. The business grew enough to allow for her family to move to a farm in Angola, Indiana, where she makes her soap and ships it to clients across the country.

So while Todd went from rags to silk, Sandy is "cleaning up" in the organic soap business.
Winning Mega Millions ticket means more than just jackpot for player

By Commissioner Gary C. Peters

I am sure that by now, every Lottery retailer knows that one lucky Michigan player won the $208 million Mega Millions jackpot on April 22. Obviously, it was a big day for Ralph and Mary Stebbins of Port Huron, who claimed their prize just a week later.

But what might not be as obvious is that the Stebbins family was not the only winner in that Mega Millions drawing. The residuals are many, and at the top of the list of beneficiaries is the retailer who sold the winning ticket, River District Market in Port Huron.

Michigan Lottery retailers receive a six percent commission on ticket sales. A regional comparison shows our commission is the highest (Indiana and Ohio, 5.5 percent; Illinois, 5 percent), and it is also among the highest of any state lottery. Retailers also receive a two percent cashing commission on tickets claimed at their store for prizes up to $600, and a two percent bonus commission, up to $2,000, on prizes over $600 for tickets sold at their store. This means that the River District Market received $2,000 for selling the winning Mega ticket. This is important to note because since the drawing, we have heard from some retailers asking if River District got anything, and why they don't receive an uncapped percentage of the jackpot amount, as is the case in some states.

Michigan has reviewed various states' commission structures and we believe that our system is the most fair for retailers. If we provided an uncapped percentage of the jackpot amount, as is the case in some states, Michigan has reviewed various states' commission structures and we believe that our system is the most fair for retailers. If we provided an uncapped percentage of the jackpot amount to the winning ticket seller, one retailer would hit it big. And that's great—for the one retailer. But those "hits" do not happen that often, which means that only a very few retailers from the 10,000-plus retailers selling Michigan Lottery products would reap the benefits. Michigan's system of providing a commission to everyone for both sales and redemption means that all retailers get a share all the time, which we believe is the most equitable arrangement possible. In total commissions, including sales and redemptions, the Lottery paid $145.4 million to 10,651 retailers, for an average of $13,651 in commissions per retailer in FY 2004. Over 40 of those retailers hit the $1 million sales mark last year, meaning they received $60,000 in sales commissions alone.

I'd venture to guess that River District, and many other retailers, will benefit from this winning ticket in other ways. Lottery players love to buy tickets from retailers who've sold winners, so we expect River District will see a bump in sales. And Lottery players—and some previously non-players—are inspired by a big win like this one and tend to purchase more tickets or become first-time players. There is no getting around it: when people see and learn the story of actual winners, like the Stebbins family, they are more apt to buy a ticket. These additional Lottery sales translate into sales of other goods at the store as well—when players come in to buy their Lottery tickets, they'll pick up a loaf of bread or a gallon of milk at the same time.

Not only do retailers reap the benefits, but of course, the state of Michigan does as well, which in turn means the state School Aid Fund, our beneficiary, comes out ahead too.

And taxes? Michigan's portion from the winnings was a whopping $4.9 million.

Lottery commissioners and directors agree that the value of a large jackpot winner in their state can't be measured; it generates great publicity that can't be bought. The phrase "it's a win for everybody" might be a bit overused, but I think it is really appropriate in this case. The Stebbins family, Lottery retailers, the Mega Millions game, the state of Michigan—we are all winners.
Dedicated service—our door is always open.

At DTE Energy, our door is open. As your hometown energy provider, we’re committed to helping your business’ customer service needs. That’s why we have more than 50 customer service representatives that specialize in business assistance, from multiple location issues to varying rate structures and more. You can reach them Monday through Saturday at 800.477.4747 (press 2 for business service). We also offer my.dteenergy.com, where you can access your business’ billing statements 24-7, whenever it’s convenient for you. At my.dteenergy.com you can also add, transfer or disconnect electric and natural gas service.

Our business service doesn’t stop there. With more than 100 years of experience in natural gas and electric service, we offer products and services that can benefit your business. Ever thought about having an energy audit performed? We can examine the energy used in your facility to reduce wasted energy and increase your energy efficiency. Developed through a comprehensive program, our personnel will inspect all your energy consuming equipment—whether it’s electric, natural gas, fuel oil, or propane—and provide you with summarized results, project recommendations, and your expected energy cost savings for implementing each one. We’ll even waive the cost of your energy audit if you have DTE Energy implement the recommendations for you.

And even though we’re one of the nation’s most reliable energy suppliers, we understand that such things as weather and construction can cause unexpected power outages. Our Premium Power Service ensures that your business will be uninterrupted in the event of a power loss—especially important if you produce, store or sell perishable items. With Premium Power Service, power generation equipment owned by DTE Energy is installed at your site to provide uninterrupted, reliable and quality electric power. And you won’t need to worry about any of the headaches associated with generator ownership. We’ll provide 24-7 system monitoring and perform equipment installation, operation, fueling, and regular and unscheduled maintenance. Plus, the fixed monthly fee allows you to avoid a major capital outlay, freeing your cash for your other business needs.

Call your Market Executive today at 888.777.6996 for more information on our energy audit or Premium Power Service.
DTE Energy.
Delivering on your business needs.

Bank of Michigan Welcomes
Money Service and
Check Cashing Businesses

Call 248-865-1300 for personal assistance

Local President.  Local Management.  Local Decisions.  Local Directors.

OUR LOCAL COMMUNITY BANK

BANK OF MICHIGAN

248.865.1300
30095 Northwestern Highway.
Farmington Hills, MI 48334.
www.bankofmi.com
The Power of Your Community is right behind you.

Every time you turn on a light, thousands of your friends and neighbors are right there making sure it works. That's thousands of Michigan-based Detroit Edison and DTE Energy workers providing you with the level of service and dependability you've come to expect for over a century. And we're also right behind you when it comes to community support; donating more than six million dollars a year to community causes.
Reduced Calorie Rum—New from Trans-Com Sales, Island Breeze rum is just 48 calories for a 1.5 ounce serving. It comes in Wild Berry, Key Lime and Coconut flavors and will certainly appeal to all those swim suit-conscious customers, whether they count calories or carbs!

Ketchup-flavored chips—From Michigan’s own Better Made, there’s Curry, Sicilia, Dill and Salt and Pepper too!

Smooth Tequila—From Don Edwardo, comes Tequila Reposado, a smooth sipping tequila that retails for $42.98 a fifth.

Vintage Box Wine—Bellaire Creek has introduced a boxed wine that is proud enough to share its vintage. According to Stephanie Kane of General Wine and Liquor Co., once the airtight 3-liter container is opened, the wine will last for about a month. The 2002 Vintage Bellaire Creek is designed to retail for $12 and comes in Cabernet, Chardonnay, and Merlot varieties.

Little piglys on the bottle—and cows, fish, chicken and pasta. —The Drink and Eat line of wine makes pairing food with the proper varietal a snap. In case you’re wondering: pork goes with a Cabernet/Merlot blend; beef with Cabernet; Chardonnay and chicken, fish with Sauvignon Blanc and pasta with Syrah.

Marinated Chicken that makes anyone a gourmet chef. —A new line of boneless skinless chicken breasts can give a gourmet touch to any grocery meat section. From Southern Fresh Foods, chicken breast are marinated in Lemon Pepper, Pineapple Teriyaki, Chipotle, and Italian Spices and then attractively packaged for discriminating customers who want to get a great-tasting healthy meal on the table and will pay a premium for the time-saving marinades. Sherwood Foods has all the details.

The Russian “Elit”—New from Stolichnaya, a vodka that has been both frozen and spun to remove impurities. The result? An extremely smooth, pure product called Elit, with a retail price tag of $59.99.

Absolutely peachy—A new flavor from Absolut Vodka—APEACH— is quickly gaining popularity.

Cherries everywhere—Just in time for the National Cherry Festival, Carp River Trading Company of Traverse City offers a unique line of unusual cherry products— from Cherry Mustard Balsamic Vinaigrette to Raspberry Cherry Salsa.

But cherry olives? — Three Olives Vodka introduced a new cherry flavor that proved popular with show attendees.

A $1,000 reward for being a good neighbor—Guardian Alarm, the

Items & Trends, Continued on page 27.
State Representative
Goeff Hansen knows the grocery perspective

GOEFF HANSEN
Republican
100th District-HART
Legislative Committees:
• Agriculture, Chair
• General Government, member

By Kathy Blake

Freshman State Representative Goeff Hansen (R-Hart), learned everything he needed to know about politics while working in his grocery store. He became skilled in talking to people, making customers happy and getting things done.


Prior to becoming a freshman state representative this year, Hansen kept very busy in his community through the years, serving as an emergency medical technician for Oceana and Manistee counties, as a firefighter in Hart and Bear Lake, plus a rescue instructor.

District economics
The economy of his district, which includes the counties of Lake, Oceana and Newaygo, is primarily agricultural aside from summer tourism. Lake County has many parks and consists mostly of hunting, fishing, and tourism. Oceana County has Lake Michigan shoreline and is the home of the National Asparagus Festival held every year in the second week of June. The district also boasts apples, peaches, pears and plums, and every variety of cherry. Newaygo County also has cherries but primarily produces grain crops.

Agriculture
Because the livelihood of many people in his district relies on farming and fruit growing, Rep. Hansen is working towards easing their burden. "Agriculture is the smallest budget in the state, yet it touches 100 percent of the people," said Rep. Hansen.

Food is one of the few things people can't live without. Yet farmers and grocers are very often taken for granted and not given the priority status that sustaining life should have, Hansen added. He recently sponsored a bill that gives farmer-owned co-ops relief from paying personal property taxes.

Recycling
Rep. Hansen is drafting a recycling bill with grocers in mind. Hansen says, "We're trying to prevent bottle bill expansion so we can have better recycling. An expanded bottle deposit doesn't promote recycling, it just puts more responsibility on the retailers' backs. As an industry, we haven't offered an alternative. We need to promote recycling, with more recycling centers and education."

Michigan ranks 46th in the nation on recycling of paper, cans and glass with a rate between 13 and 20 percent, according to James Clift, the policy director of the Michigan Environmental Council.

The Michigan government spends relatively little towards recycling compared with neighboring states. Wisconsin spends $29 million annually and Indiana spends $3.2 million while Michigan spends $200,000, according to Frank Ruswick, of the Department of Environmental Quality.

Political Affiliations
Hansen became interested in politics working on a friend's campaign for the 101st district. He has held numerous board positions in local government. He was Hart Township supervisor from 2000 to 2004 and was secretary of the township's board of review. He has served on the Bear Lake Village Council, Bear Lake School Improvement Board and Hart Schools Facility Study board; the Hart Lake Board; the Hart Area Fire Administrative Board; the Hart Downtown Development Authority; and was chair of the Hart 425 Silver Lake Chamber of Commerce; and he was chair of the Hart 425 Downtown Development Authority.

He is a member of the Newaygo Republican Party and serves on the Oceana County Republican Executive Committee.

Education
Hansen graduated with honors from Hart High School in 1978. He then attended Hope College and West Shore Community College.

Civic Involvement
He is a past president of the Bear Lake Promoters, has been on the 4-H Advisory Board for Oceana and Manistee counties; was a member of the Hart Area Jaycees and Bear Lake Lions. He has coached youth and high school basketball, track, football and soccer teams.

Now that Rep. Hansen spends so much time in Lansing, his family minds the store. His parents along with his two sisters and their husbands all work at the Hansen Foods in Hart. Over the years, Rep. Hansen and his family have moved and expanded the store to its 24,000 square-foot size. It is one of two Roundy's stores in Hart. The store has a population of approximately 2,000 until summer tourism swells it to 20,000.

Rep. Hansen is married with two grown sons. To contact Rep. Hansen, call 517-373-7317, email ghsansen@house.mi.gov or write The Honorable Goeff Hansen, State Representative, State Capitol, PO Box 30014, Lansing, Michigan, 48909-7514.

Silver Lake Chamber of Commerce;

FOR SALE—Small grocery/brew store with lottery and ATM. Building 50×40 with wine parking lot for additional development opportunities. Call John (313) 273-6015.

FOR SALE—Well established food market strip center in Warren. Total of 15,900 sq. ft. Fully rented. Qualified buyers only. Call after 5:00 pm. Phone (989) 181-3250.

FOR SALE—Hobart Grinder #4632, 2 H.P. Single Phase. Completely rebuilt—$2,000.00. Yorkshire include licenses. Gross-over $400,000.00. Includes DNR licenses. Gross-over $400,000.00.

FOR SALE—Party store 50 miles north of Detroit. Liquor, beer, wine, groceries, lotto, grossing approximately $175,000, plus inventory. Terms possible. Owner retiring. Phone (989) 875-6073.

FOR SALE—Party store 40 minutes north of Lansing. Beer, wine, liquor groceries, lotto, grossing approximately $5,500 a week. Includes building, equipment, 2 extra lots $175,000, plus inventory. Terms possible. Owner retiring. Phone (989) 875-6073.

FOR SALE—6 foot deli self-server, front door. $1,500 or best offer. Call 313-274-1426.

FOR SALE—Food Market, (313) 885-7140.
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Looking for Brands Customers Recognize & Trust?

Smart Cookie.

Spartan Stores

For information on how Spartan Stores can help your business think smarter call 616-878-2248 or visit our website at www.spartanstores.com